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The Coming of the Feminine Christ"I am the last angel of my kind, Humankind is desolate, By

your wills, the planet lives or dies. Only the awakened heart will avert the

apocalypse."Masterfully the author leads us on this autobiographical, mystical journey from

Glastonbury to the meeting with the angel in a virgin rainforest on Vancouver Island on 11th

day of the 11th month 1989. Simultaneously, she interweaves the underlying, parallel realms of

spiritual reality, provoking in us visions of the future shaping of world events. Though shocking,

this book offers a message of hope for the future of Humanity, but only if we are willing to take

up the challenge...Beautifully written in literary style, this book is much more than a weaving

together of Myth, Psychology, Occultism, and Ancient Wisdom Teachings. This new synthesis

of disciplines paves the way for a groundbreaking Spiritual Psychology for the New

Millennium.This work is truly inspired! Visionary! A lived experience that unveils esoteric

mysteries never before revealed. Deeply controversial, it presents a revolutionary vision of the

future for humankind that will challenge both the Church's interpretations of Biblical teachings

and many unquestioned New Age assumptions.



Joss Landry, “The Coming of the Feminine Christ. The Coming of the Feminine Christ, by

Niamh Clune.Publisher: Plum Tree Books; 2nd edition (June 22, 2012)5 Star rating.ASIN:

B008E6SPJAI don't normally review works of non-fiction, although this book caught my fancy

from chapter one, compelling me first to read, then write about its content. At first, a tad

defensive by the onset of the missive I read in the first few paragraphs, wary because of my

own inner message of hope I've been carrying since childhood, what came next drew me in

nonetheless.Like those first tenants of the gloomy Cave of Treasures, Clune immediately takes

us by the hand, down the meandering path of her own disinterring of the divine message she

received from a celestial being while trekking through the virgin forests of western Canada.As

she puts it plainly, this research and material she so generously shares with us took twenty

years of her life to glean and decipher, to interpret and order.The road begins with the author's

inner path to self-discovery: avowal of tales stemming from a challenging childhood, with

occasional stopovers to review the psychological map drawn from our fathers of philosophy

and such masters as Freud, Jung, and Descartes, to name a few.Progressing with care, she

valiantly holds the lantern to illuminate our way through labyrinths of myths of many epochs,

also representing many nations, from Christianity to Buddhism to beyond. Clearly, Clune

infuses the idea of connections between all humans to enable us to awaken to our cohorts'

similarities, and thus, allow us to breathe life into our unconscious psyche.I particularly enjoyed

the tales of the Holy Grail, a lesser known entity for me. Clune undoubtedly did her research,

(evident in the many pages of bibliography at the back of the book) as she brings great detail to

the story of Perceval, the Red Knight, and how his adventures can enlighten us to many of our

modern-day responses.This book delivers quite a punch. Niamh Clune, having more than 30

years of international experience in helping people to understand the inner life of psyche, was

able to compile a study that is well worth its weight in gold. For instance, I had to dip twice into

Clune's abyss of the male-female divide. Insightful, thoroughly refreshing, her conclusion on

how to best align both poles not dissimilar to my own.Yet this is not why I gave the book a five

star rating. The story offers two positive and very attainable goals for me.First, I believe all

readers, from whatever walks of life they've emerged, or stage of awareness they have

attained, will gather handfuls of gems from Clune's story--little placeholders that will help all of

them move forward on their own path of self-discovery.Also, I have a strong feeling that the

entreaty will go a long way to nudging humanity from its long, dark slumber. The ending

brought a smile to my face and a tear to eyes glazed with a wonderful crescendo of hope.Joss

Landry [...]”

Joanna Lee Doster, “A Spiritual Journey of Discovery. I was profoundly affected after reading

"The Coming of the Feminine Christ." It is so well written and thought provoking that Dr.

Clune's thesis on her life's spiritual journey can only be categorized as a unique magical

discourse on life and its meaning. It encompasses the metaphysical, philosophical,

psychological, spiritual, and supernatural, all rolled into a dialogue of such staggering

intellectual concepts, theories and musings, that it was like reading the Bible, The Iliad and The

Odyssey, and or Galileo. Dr. Clune's grasp of human behavior and her keen ability to dissect

her own life goes above and beyond what I have ever read before. The reader discovers so

many fascinating things about Dr. Clune's life, and its painful ramifications. It's how she applies

her extra-strength resolve to reset her psyche and to rechannel her past painful experiences,

that is so awe inspiring. I am still reeling from the author's otherworldly experiences and the



ways she adapted them into her everyday life. Kudos to Dr. Clune for writing such an epic

treatise and for allowing readers to be voyeurs into her psychological journey of discovery.”

Jennifer Brookins, author, “Lights upon the Godward Path. "The Coming of the Feminine

Christ," is a fascinating exposition into the untapped portals of the astral and metaphysical

realms. Legends, prophecy, myths, dreams and personal struggle, coupled with a vision

Niamh Clune had with an arch angel in a wooded forest, all combine to share with the reader,

the answers she has discovered to life long questions in her search for enlightenment. The

irony of this book is that the author speaks to the reader in two voices: one speaking as the

analytical voice of her mind, an intellectual voice that is outward in nature; a voice that guides

the reader to logical conclusions based upon factual research - never leaving the reader

wanting in this regard. Her second voice, the more compelling one, is best heard in the

inspired poetry she writes - a free fall into the lap of the Divine. Her poetry is inspired;

expressing that which is not of the mind's manifestation, but rather filtered down through that

instrument without the influence of intellect. It speaks of real yearning of her heart and adds

credence to the text.”

Cher Duncombe, “Learning Realities: The Coming of the Feminine Christ. Having struggled

through childhood with an abusive father, and the pains of watching a suffering mother, Dr.

Niamh Clune describes a metaphysical, spiritual, philosophical, and intellectual journey that

not only leads to self-discovery and healing, but portends issues that humanity must face if the

world is to survive. The archangel Dr. Clune enounters in the forest conveys many ponderous

questions. Who will save us? How can we save ourselves? Will our beloved planet survive?Dr.

Clune's writing draws the reader like a magnetic force. "It must be obvious to many that other

motivating influences underlying world conflict stem not from religious fanaticism but from fear-

based greed that the world's natural resources are diminishing. This will be the greatest issue

faced by Humanity..."The reader immediately becomes introspective as Dr. Clune writes,

"Being humankind in this day and age means; therefore, collectively taking Humanity down off

the cross of suffering by demonstrating global compassion in single and collective acts of

compassion and grace. These might be simple acts involving, 'Acting Locally, Thinking

Globally,' and be community based."On a very personal level to which we can all relate, she

also reminds us that tears are "of cathartic self-forgiveness...Tears baptise personal emotions

purging anger, hurt..."This book at once teaches and enthralls and the reader cannot help

highlighting passages for references to be savored again and again.”

FranticGadgetJunkie, “A fantastic and mystical journey. And I have only read the first 30 pages!

I find it difficult to put down my kindle at this stage, this captivating book will be read

continuosly until it is finished, it is possible that I shall not sleep tonight.A must read for

everyone.”

julianne, “illuminating. answered all the questions i have been asking for many years. personal

story woven with ease and dis ease throughout and without which it would have just been

another book on spiritual aims...and analysis.. Honest. Unprotective. Nurturing. A book of

extremes and living between them.”

Angela Bardon, “Five Stars. Beautiful, really enjoyed.”

The book by Niamh Clune has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 12 people have provided feedback.
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